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	Windows 8.1 Plain & Simple, 9780735681279 (0735681279), Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		Learn the simplest ways to get things done with Windows 8.1

	
		Get the full-color, visual guide that makes learning Windows 8.1 plain and simple! Follow the book’s easy steps and screenshots and clear, concise language to learn the most expedient way to perform tasks and solve problems in Windows 8.1.

	
		Here’s WHAT You’ll Learn:

		
			Personalize your Start screen in cool new ways
	
			Use apps such as Mail, People, Calendar, Skype, and Paint
	
			Surf the web, and send and receive email and messages
	
			Explore redesigned apps for Music, Video, and Windows Store
	
			Search your files, media, and the web—all at once
	
			Access your files from the cloud with Microsoft SkyDrive


	
		Here’s HOW You’ll Learn It

		
			Jump in wherever you need answers
	
			Follow easy steps and screenshots to see exactly what to do
	
			Get handy tips for new techniques and shortcuts
	
			Use Try This! exercises to apply what you learn right away
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HTML5 for Flash DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2013

	As the support for HTML5 within modern web browsers grows, the appeal of HTML5 development, especially for Flash developers, is at an all-time high. From 3D interactive multi-user content to high definition video streaming, HTML5 can deliver it all, to almost all modern web browsers, desktops, and mobile platforms.


	HTML5 for Flash...


		

Field of Vision: A Manual and Atlas of Perimetry (Current Clinical Neurology)Humana Press, 2003

	A comprehensive survey on the use of bedside skills and perimetric devices to the test visual fields, and how to interpret the results. To develop the clinician's interpretative skills, the authors include a chapter on visual anatomy and an atlas of 100 real-life cases arranged in anatomic order from retina to striate cortex. By placing a...


		

General Principles of Tumor Immunotherapy: Basic and Clinical Applications of Tumor ImmunologySpringer, 2007

	This book brings together the world’s leading authorities on tumor immunology. This book describes the basic immunology principles that form the foundation of understanding how the immune system recognizes and rejects tumor cells. The role of the innate and adaptive immune responses is discussed and the implications of these responses...





	

Combinatorics, Automata and Number Theory (Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	This collaborative volume presents recent trends arising from the fruitful interaction between the themes of combinatorics on words, automata and formal language theory, and number theory. Presenting several important tools and concepts, the authors also reveal some of the exciting and important relationships that exist between these...


		

SQL for MySQL Developers: A Comprehensive Tutorial and ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2007
The Most Complete and Practical Guide to MySQL Version 5’s Powerful SQL Dialect
 

MySQL version 5 offers a SQL dialect with immense power. In SQL for MySQL Developers,  Rick F. van der Lans helps you master this version ofSQL and take  advantage of its full...


		

iOS 7 Programming Pushing the LimitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Get ready to create killer apps for iPad and iPhone on the new iOS 7!


	With Apple's introduction of iOS 7, demand for developers who know the new iOS will be high. You need in-depth information about the new characteristics and capabilities of iOS 7, and that's what you'll find in this book. If you have experience...
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